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MSM GROUP Ltd. was established by transformation of MSM Martin Ltd., which dealt 
with construction, development, production and sales mainly with military material. 
MSM Martin Ltd. in the last few years took over several military companies located in 
the middle of Slovakia, and built on its traditional manufacturing activities in military and 
civil production.

Due to ZVS inclusion into the group structure we can state that the origin of  
MSM GROUP Ltd. comes back to 1927 when then Škoda Works in Plzeň, as a monopoly 
producer of ammunition decided to build so called „spare factory“ in Slovakia. The 
company was totally destroyed during the World War II, and it took several years while 
the production was restored to such extend, that its products were supplied not only for 
the Ministry of National Defence, but for many countries worldwide as well.

Today the MSM GROUP Ltd. makes use of rich experiences from the past and know-
how of highly qualified workers and vast archive of technical documentation for all 
necessary procedures.

In 2009 the biggest Czech industry holding CSG (CZECHOSLOVAK GROUP) entered 
MSM as a co-owner.

WHY TO COOPERATE WITH US:  

More than 70 years experiences in the ammunition development, production and 
complete services in this field.

Long tradition in the MSM locations for the ammunition production processes  
with significant effects as the deep skilled personal, support industries,  
development fields, education etc.

More information at  

www.msm.sk 

Pistol ZVS P20/P21 
Technical data: P/20 P/21

Caliber 9 mm LUGER 9 mm LUGER

Overall length 190 mm 210 mm

Overall height 132 mm 132 mm

Grip width 38 mm 38 mm

Weight with empty magazine 780 g 831 g

Barrel length 101 mm 121 mm

Sights length 138 mm 158 mm

Magazine capacity 16 cartridges 16 cartridges

Trigger resistance – SA 14.7 – 24.5 N 14.7 – 24.5 N

Trigger resistance – DA max. 58 N max. 58 N

Carton weight (10 pcs) 12.7 kg 13.2 kg

Ambidextrous manual
safety combined with
hammer decocking
Integrated manual safety and 
hammer decocking function with 
possibility of both hand control.

Ambidextrous slide stop
Greatly facilitates control for
both hands.

Adjustable magazine catch
– left/right
User adjustment of magazine
catch control to left or right side

Replaceable grips
Three grips with different 
ergonomic shape for individual
adjustment.

Large magazine capacity
Extraordinary magazine capacity
in such weapon category.

Universal accessory rail
Modified rail

MIL – STD – 1913
for accessory mounting.

Comfortable trigger space
for gloves

Dismantling pin
Allows easy dismantling for 

cleaning. The pin is locked in 
frame to prevent its loss.

Large ejection port
Allows reliable case rejection in 
every position and all weather 

conditions and allows easy visual 
checking of weapon lock.
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7.62 x 39 
Cartridge 7.62 x 39 BLANK has wide aplication for training 
purposes and for acoustical effects.

Technical data:

Caliber 7.62 x 39 mm

Cartridge length 48.2 mm

Cartridge weight max. 10.4 g

Cartridge case Brass CuZn30

Primer type Berdan

Propellant type Single base powder

Packages Retail paper box = 130 pcs

Important factor, that contributing to the increasing 
popularity of such caliber, is low price compared to other 
calibers and availability.

The 9 mm Luger cartridge combines a  flat projectile 
trajectory with moderate recoil. Together with sufficient 
wounding effect it makes an ideal cartridge for sports 
shooting or self-defense.

9 mm Luger – case
The caliber 9 x 19 mm CuZn30 
case is intended for inserting 
the powder charge, primer 
and bullet.

9 mm Luger – bullet
The full metal jacket bullets with lead core are produced 
in weight 7,5 g / 8,0 g / 9,0 g. The jacket is made from 
CuZn30 and the bullet core is made from Pb 99,5.

9 mm Luger – bullet:

Weight (g) 7.5 8.0 9.0

Height (mm) 15.0-0.4 15.4-0.4 16.6-0.4

Diameter (mm) 9.02-0.02 9.02-0.02 9.02-0.02

Material
Lead core Pb 99,5 / Bullet jacket 

CuZn30

Live ammunition 
7.62-43
Sharp charge of with normal bulet. The charge consists of cartridge cases, primers, powder charge and bullet. The weight is 16.5 
grams ammunition, bullet weight 8.05 g, maximum range of 2,800 meters. 

Special ammunition 
7.62-43 Sv 
Luminous, the illuminating missile contains Il. composition. The charge is indicated by a green tip on bullets. 

7.62-43 PZ
Penetrating incendiary charge. It is marked with a black tip and a red stripe on bulet.

7.62-43 Z
Incendiary charge. It is marked with a red tip on bulet.

Training Ammunition 
7.62-43 Cv
Used for training and imitation shooting. It consists of cartridge cases, primers and smokles powder. The Charge does not have 
missiles.(bulet). 

7.62-43 Red 
Reduced charge for shooting at shorter distances. The maximum range 1100 meters. Charge has pistol bulet and quantity smokles 
powder is reduced. It is marked with a white tip. 

7.62-43 RedSv
Reduced and luminous. It is marked with a green tip and a white stripe. 

7.62-43 Šk
School charge for training. Rehearses the charge, discharge activity with container, slide and trigger. It is only an imitation sharp 
ammunition. Does not contain any smokeless powder or   incendiary compound. It is marked with longitudinal overpresses on the 
body of the cartridge.

9 mm Luger 
Technical data:

Bullet
7,5 g / 

115 grs
8,0 g / 

124 grs
9,0 g / 

139 grs

Bullet type FMJ RN FMJ RN FMJ RN

Length (mm) 29.69 29.69 29.69

Velocity (m.s-1) - v0 370 360 320

Kinetic energy (J) - E0 513 518 461

Velocity (m.s-1) - v5 365 355 312

Kinetic energy (J) - E5 500 504 438

Test barrel length (mm) 285 285 285

Cartridges per box (pcs) 50 50 50

Boxes per carton (pcs) 20 20 20

Carton weight (kg) 12.7 13.2 14.2

The 9 x 19 mm LUGER has become the most popular 
caliber for law enforcement agencies and modern sports 
shooting, because of wide range of self-loading compact 
pistols and sub-machine guns with large magazine 
capacity of such ammunition.

9.0 g
8.0 g

7.5 g

Full metal 
jacket bullet 
with lead core

Brass case with 
powder charge 
and primer

Technical data:

Cartridge 7.62 x 39 SA-58, AK-47, etc.

Cartridge 7.62 x 39 AP-T SA-58, AK-47, etc.

Cartridge 7.62 x 39 AP SA-58, AK-47, etc.

Cartridge 7.62 x 39 Practice SA-58, AK-47, etc.

Cartridge 7.62 x 54R
Machine gun RPK, 
PKT, AKM UK-59

Primary explosives
1. Dextrinated lead azide
2. Lead styphnate (lead trinitroresorcinate)
3. Lead styphnate flegmatized with asphalt
4. Tetracene (GNGT)
5. Priming compositions – stabing and percussion 

compositions

Pyrotechnic compositions
Pyrotechnic compositions have wide technical application, 
mainly in realization of immediate actions, because they 
are more reliable than electronic devices. These products 
have extraordinarily wide assortment. In major it is a 
composition of oxidants and fuels. As oxidants higher-
order metal oxides (Pb3O4, PbO2, Fe2O3, CuO) are 
used, also salts of oxide acids (chloric, perchloric, chromic 
or nitric acid). Fuels may be metals or various organic 
matters.

ZVS Holding Plc. provides production of following types o 
pyrotechnic compositions:
1. Igniting compositions
2. Time-delay compositions
3. Trace compositions
4. Signal compositions
5. Smoke compositions
6. Incendiary compositions 

Igniting compositions
Igniting compositions serve for taking over of initiating 
impulse and igniting of proper pyrotechnic composition. 
They are used for ignition of delay, trace and signal 
compositions, thermites, etc. ZVS currently produce 
following igniting compositions: VT-4, V-11, SC-1.

1. Primers
Primers are used to ignite the spotting and powder 
charges. They are initiated by firing pin percussions 
onto bottom of the primer. They consist of brass anvil 
into which cup with percussion priming composition  is 
moulded. Crimped priming composition in the cup is 
covered with tinfoiled disc. 

2. Igniters 
Igniters serve for igniting the detonators or delay elements 
in artillery ammunition fuzes. They are initiated by sharp 
needle injecting. They consist of copper cup, into which 
the stabbing priming composition of cooper cover is 
molded. 

3. Detonators 
Detonators serve for initiating the explosives. They consist 
of aluminium cup and cover, primary and base charge. 
Primary charge consists of two primary explosives and 
secondary charge consists of high explosive. Ignition hole 
on the cover is closed by silk cloth disc

Hunting
The 9 x 19 mm LUGER has become the most 
popular caliber for law enforcement agencies 
and modern sports shooting, because of 
wide range of self-loading compact pistols 
and sub-machine guns with large magazine 
capacity of such ammunition.

Important factor, that contributing to the 
increasing 

Sport
ZVS is currently offering the wide spectrum 
of high quality ammunition under 
trademarks Rapier Skeet, Rival Trap and 
Super Trap. 

Special
Shotgun ammunition for special purposes.
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